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Wenger Feeds Welcomes Tim Kelly as Dairy Business Manager
Wenger Feeds, LLC, a member of The Wenger Group, Inc., is pleased to announce the addition of Tim
Kelly as Dairy Business Manager. Tim will lead the Dairy Business Unit of the Company reporting to Dr.
Raj Kasula, Vice President and Chief Nutrition Officer.
A resident of New Wilmington, PA, Tim most recently served as Eastern Regional Sales Manager for
Provita Supplements and has held a variety of progressive leadership roles in ag services and ingredient
sales with leading agricultural companies such as Chr Hansen and Nutriad (Adisseo). He earned a Master
of Science degree in Agricultural Economics from Purdue University and a Master of Business
Administration degree from Indiana University’s Kelly School of Business. He will oversee a large and
growing team of seasoned dairy sales and nutritionists and drive Wenger Feeds growth in the dairy
segment.
Wenger Feeds, an established feed and nutrition provider for over 75 years with 10 feed mills in the
Mid-Atlantic, has a dominant market share in poultry and swine feed. In 2019, Wenger Feeds committed
its thriving mills in Gordonville, Benton, and Martinsburg to servicing the dairy segment. Wenger Feeds
has made significant investments in 2020 in upgrading its Benton Mill to better serve the dairy segment.
In addition, the Wenger Dairy Business unit comes with a dedicated Forage Laboratory and
infrastructure and expertise out of their state-of-the-art Nutrition and Quality Laboratory at their parent
company’s corporate office in Rheems, PA.
Vice President and Chief Nutrition Officer Dr. Raj Kasula noted, “The dairy segment of Pennsylvania is
unique with its diverse producer mix, which calls for a wide spectrum of expertise, tools and support
services to be successful. Wenger Feeds is well placed and differentiated from its competition with its
strategically located dairy feed mills, and capabilities across procurement, nutrition, manufacturing,
quality, laboratory, transportation, and customer service. Tim’s extensive experience in agribusiness
and, specifically, the dairy segment is an asset to our company as we grow our dairy team and serve this
new customer segment with best-in-class nutrition.”
The Wenger Group, Inc. is a leading family-owned agricultural products and services organization, which
includes Wenger Feeds, LLC, Nutrify, LLC, Dutchland Farms, LLC, Risser Grain, LLC, and Hoober Feeds.
With over 450 team members and ten feed milling locations in two states, the company is a regional
provider of poultry, swine, and dairy feeds, performance ingredient solutions, conventional and
specialty eggs, grain, fertilizer, and allied services in the Mid-Atlantic Region.

